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parents in the course of a few centuries; and certainly the

negrodoes appear in historynot manycenturies after the Flood.
He had assumed his deep black hue six hundred years before
the Christian era, when Jeremiah used his well-known

illus-tration,"Can the Ethiopian," &c.; and the negro head and
features appear among the sculptures and paintings of Egypt
several centuries earlier. Nay, negro skulls of a very high

antiquity have been found among the mummies of the same
ancient kingdom. But though, with distinguished natu

ralists on the other side, we would not venture authoritatively
to determine that a variety so extreme could have originated
in the ordinary course of nature in so brief a period, just as

we would hesitate to determine that a new language could

originate naturally in other than a very extended term, we

would found little indeed upon such a circumstance, in the

face of a general tradition that the negroid form and physi

ognomy were marks set upon an offending family, and were

scarce less the results of miracle than the confusion of tongues.
We are far from sure, however, that it is necessary to have

recourse to miracle. The Goth is widely removed from the

negro; but there are intermediate types of man that stand

in such a midway relation to both, that each variety, taking
these as the central type, is divested of half its extremeness.

Did such of our Edinburgh readers as visited the Exhibition

of this season mark with what scholar-like exactness and ar

tistic beauty the late Sir William Allan restored, in his last

great picture (" The Cup found in Benjamin's Sack"), the

original Egyptian form, as exhibited in the messengers of

Joseph? Had the first men, Adam and Noah, been of that

mingled negroid and Caucasian type,-and who shall say that

they were not ?-neither the Goth nor the negro would be

so extreme a variety of the species as to be beyond the

power of natural causes to produce.
We had purposed referring at some length to that portion
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